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New century financial corporation case study answers

While corporate finance and financial management are similar, they each have different functions. Business managers use both financial planning and control of the company's operations. This is the difference between corporate finance and financial management. Corporate finance focuses on the overall
financial structure and long-term business plan. Areas of responsibility are financing, capital structures, investment decisions and dividends, and capital returns. Financing: Corporate finance is responsible for: analysis and budgeting for capital projects. Determine the approved project, how to finance the
interest rate, and determine the loan payment. Funding is owed or additional contributions. The Company can borrow from commercial banks to issue debt securities in capital markets or raise capital by selling more shares. Excessive debt puts companies at risk of defaulting on economic debt, while too
many stocks dilute the company's earnings back to investors. Investment decisions: Corporate finance uses methods such as internal yields or net present value to assess the viability of long-term investments. These methods assess the potential return on investment, prepare an outflow schedule for
costs and make future return forecasts from cash flow. Financial managers recommend investing if the yield is greater than the capital cost of the company, also known as the snag rate, dividend and return of capital: the corporate finance manager decides on how to allocate profits. Are there new
investments in the business or distributed as dividends to shareholders? Which alternatives generate maximum returns for shareholders? The purpose of corporate finance is to ensure that shareholders receive a good return on their investments. Financial management involves planning. Organizing and
controlling your organization's financial activities It uses general management principles to effectively maintain the resources of the business. The objectives of financial management include: maintaining a control system and creating a reporting system that compares actual results with budgeted
expectations and observes any differences that require management operations. Using aspect ratio analysis and key performance indicators to identify inefficient areas and take corrective action. Control the company's cash flow to ensure that there is always enough capital to pay suppliers, creditors and
utility bills. Sufficient working capital Financial management monitors the collection of accounts receivable. Maintain proper inventory turnover and maintain sufficient cash balances for operations. The relationship between financial accounting and financial management provides reports and indicators that
managers need to measure the performance of a business by comparing data with budgets and standards so that the company meets its goals, although corporate finance may seem to apply only to large companies, but entrepreneurial finances use the same principles and objectives on a smaller scale.
Small business owners also have to think about the viability of investments, the impact of borrowing, the need to raise capital and maintain sufficient cash flow to pay bills. Although they interact with each other, corporate finances and financial management have different objectives. Corporate finance
aims to increase the value of the company by optimizing the capital structure of the business, while financial management focuses on maximizing profits with efficient planning and day-to-day operations control. The corporate financial system represents the business analysis process of large companies -
especially publicly held companies - using the financial system to help assess financial performance. In some cases, the corporate financial system is a bridge between accounting and management. Instead of focusing solely on the preparation of financial information, the financial system will look for



performance measurements and make predictions. Many different financial activities fall under the corporate financial system. Budget sales forecasts, profit measurements, cash flow management, financial decisions and capital structures are the few most common. The department's main objective is to
measure how well the company generates cash and which financial options will result in the best opportunities for business growth. Each analyst always provides advice on managing the best investment opportunities for Corporate financial system companies often operate under accounting theory of
accounting responsibility. This determines whether a business should place the person responsible for the activity directly under control. For example, a manager may be responsible for budgeting and forecasting cash flow. Another manager is above the capital structure and another manager rather than
a business valuation. This isolation allows each manager to focus on adding value to the department's section. The total value added is the result of all managers working together. While an accountant can conduct financial analysis, the The corporate financial system uses data to conduct risk analysis for
the company. This analysis usually provides information on how Factors may affect the Company's financial operations. Competition, government regulations, technological changes and other factors may quickly cut the company's competitive advantage. Business analysts in the corporate financial
system will conduct risk checks to determine the extent of these threats. The financial system, separate from the company's accounting department, allows to discriminate against duties. Business analysts can review accounting data for accuracy and duration. This discrimination strengthens the stability of
financial information and the accuracy of financial processes. However, despite this discrimination, The company still needs to pass an external audit. The audit provides third-party monitoring of accounting processes and financial systems. If there is no luxury of a product that fits all sizes. By partnering
with ConsumerAffairs, Answer 1 can continue to connect with consumers in the sales cycle, making it one of the most profitable marketing channels for Company Problem: Supporting digital(lly Dependent) AgeAs, the business world continues to shift to more digitally-focused service offerings. Companies
looking to stay ahead of the curve continue to increase their reliance on technology integration at all levels. Answer 1 knows that it is important for service responses to change with time. Virtual receptionist services, such as those offered by Answer 1, answered that call for a more integrated digital
solution out of ol' traditional response services are reduced by the way, in favor of advanced service offerings such as scheduling, bilingual translation, on-demand command, desk support, help desks, email monitoring and online chat messages and CRM input to name a few. Goals: Customization is key
to different customer goals, BaseAnswer 1 is to act as an extension of the customer's business and with a broad customer base that represents small and large businesses alike in different industries, which means that Answer 1 must adapt to make custom service offerings tailored to each customer's
needs. With their wide range of service offerings, one that ranges from easy calls to calls all the way to LEVEL 1 IT support, Answer 1 can answer that call for customizing and serving each customer in a unique way to their needs. Read the full case study here, background when the seventh largest
company in America, Enron, was created in 1985, when InterNorth acquired Houston natural gas. The company has branched out into many energy-related fields over the years, including areas such as Internet bandwidth, risk management and weather derivatives (a type of weather insurance for
seasonal businesses). Still in the transmission and distribution of power, their phenomenal growth occurs through their other interests. Fortune magazine chose Enron as America's most innovative company for six straight years from 1996 to 2001, then came to investigate in their complex network of
offshore cooperation and accounting practices. Advertising enron fraud cases are very complex. Some say Enron's death is rooted in the fact that in 1992, Jeff Skilling, then chief of operations for Enron, believed that federal regulators allowed Enron to use an accounting method called mark the market.
With market accounting marks, prices or the value of security are recorded every day to calculate profits and losses. Using this method, Enron can count the projected revenue from long-term energy contracts as current revenue. This is money that may not be collected for many years. It is thought that
this technique was used to expand revenue figures by managing estimates for future earnings. The use of this technique (as well as enron's other questionable practices) makes it difficult to see how Enron makes money. But Enron didn't pay high taxes, said Robert Hermann, the company's general tax
adviser at the time, was told by Skilling that their accounting methods allowed Enron to make money and grow without bringing in large amounts of taxable cash. Enron has acquired a new acquisition that looks likely to be a new profit hub. Their acquisitions have grown exponentially. Enron has also
established a balance sheet agency (LJM, LJM2 and others) to move debt off its balance sheet and transfer risks for their other ventures. These SPEs were also established to keep Enron's credit rating high, which is very important in their business field, as executives believe enron's long-term stock
value will remain high as they look for ways to use company stocks to prevent investment in these other entities. They do this through a complex arrangement of special purpose entities that they call raptor raptors established to cover their losses if their shares in their startup business drop. When the
telecommunications industry experienced its first slowdown, Enron also suffered. Business analysts began trying to unravel the source of Enron Raptors' money, which would collapse if Enron's shares fell below a certain point because they were eventually only backed by Enron shares. Accounting rules
require independent investors to hedge their work, but Enron uses one of their SPEs. The agreement is so complex that no one can determine what is legal and what is not. Eventually, the house of cards began to fall down. When Stocks started to fall, raptors also started to fall. On August 14, 2001,
Enron CEO Jeff Skilling resigned due to family issues. This shocked both the industry and Enron employees, and Chairman Enron Kenley stepped down as CEO. In the next section, we'll see how fraud was discovered.  Found 
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